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NEW QUESTION: 1
A secure wireless service is configured using a service
profile.
Which feature is allowed on a secure service profile?
A. per-service profile RF scanning behavior
B. users assigned to multiple VLANs attached to the same
service profile
C. unencrypted traffic and encrypted traffic
D. multiple SSIDs on the same service profile
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
What credential components are required to gain programmatic
access to an AWS account? (Select TWO )
A. An access key ID
B. A secret access key
C. A primary key
D. A secondary key
E. A user ID
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: B
Explanation:
A user can attach more than one security group to a single EC2
instance. In this case, the rules from each security group are
effectively aggregated to create one set of rules. AWS uses
this set of rules to determine whether to allow access or not.
Thus, here the rule for port 22 with IP
10.10.10.1/32 will merge with IP 0.0.0.0/0 and open ports 22
and 80 for all.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/using-networ
k-security.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
An IS auditor examining the configuration of an operating

system to verify the controls should review the:
A. parameter settings.
B. transaction logs.
C. routing tables.
D. authorization tables.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Parameters allow a standard piece of software to be customized
for diverse environments and are important in determining how a
system runs. The parameter settings should be appropriate to an
organization's workload and control environment, improper
implementation and/or monitoring of operating systems can
result in undetected errors and corruption of the data being
processed, as well as lead to unauthorized access and
inaccurate logging of system usage. Transaction logs are used
to analyze transactions in master and/or transaction files.
Authorization tables are used to verify implementation of
logical access controls and will not be of much help when
reviewing control features of an operating system. Routing
tables do not contain information about the operating system
and, therefore, provide no information to aid in the evaluation
of controls.
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